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fuse the diverse tendencies of the period into a new

trend toward Romanticism.(5)

(1)

Mark Akenside's The Pleasures of Imagination
In the tenth chapter of Samuel Johnson's

(1744) suffered most from this retrospective bias that

Rasselas (1759) which provides a famous expression

tempts us to find a figure of a Romantic poet in the

of nee‑classicalor Jbhnsonian theory on poetIyl', We

mid‑century poets, mainly because it was orlglnally

rather unexpectedly encounter severalpassages where

based on Addison's Speciaior essays on imagination

lmlac looks like a Romantic poet. Imlac reminds us of

andthen revised according to Burke's Enquiry and

Burke'S Philosophical Enquiry into ike Origin of Our

republished as The Pleasures of ike Imagination in

Ideas of ike Sublime and the Beaui拘l (1757) when he

1757. The direct source of the orlglnal poem is

says "To a poet nothing can be useless. Whatever is

Spectator No. 412, the second paper on "The

beautiful, and whatever is dreadful, must be familiar

Pleasures of lmaglnation" where Addison discusses

to his imagination: he must be conversant with all that

that the pleasures of imagination are drawn from the

is awfully vast or elegantly little:対̀2) Moreover,lmlac

great, the uncommon and the beautiful･'占'Akenside

looks ahead to a Shelleyan poet toward the end of the

refers to Addison's three categories in the "Design"

chapter: "He must write as the interpreter of nature,

prefixed to the poem as "greatness, novelty, and

and the legislator of mankind."(3'conceptualand

beauty," but in the poem he employs the word

verbal similarities here are so striking that we are not

sure if we are reading Shelley's Defence ofPoeiry or

'･∴.( 軒

"sublime" instead of "greatness": "The poet's tongue

confesses: the sublime, / The wonderful, the fair" (I,

lmlac'S "Dissertation upon poetry." An important

145‑46).̀7'Though the sublime and the beautiful were

question which arises here is whether we should be

to be put in more direct contrast in the revised version

struck by "an unexpected coincidence of Augustan and

based on Burke, even in the first poem Akenside

Romantic" or by an invisible subte汀anean Water Vein

effectively established the distinction between the

whose recondite ongln is in the Augustan period and

sublime and the beautiful out of Addison's three

which comes up to the surface in themid‑eighteenth

categories and was more interested in the human mind

century･14)

as a creative source than Addison:

Themid‑century lS a transient period in which
several

new

voices,

decidedly

different

from

a

れeo‑classical one, are in embⅣ0, waltlng tO be heard.

Even in the crucial chapter concemlng the definition

Mind, mind alone, (bear witness earth and heavenり

The living fountain in itself contains

Of beauteous and sublime. (I, 481‑83)

of poetry in Rasselas, a Romantic voice is mingled.
However, it is only when we take a backward glance

James Engell states that a new stream which has

that the period can emerge as a preliminaⅣ state of

a keen interest in the subject of imagination starts with

Romanticism, and arisk which involves us here is to

Akenside and leads to highRomanticism.'8'Engell'S
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view is supported by many passages ill the poem. For

example, in Bk. m the poet, repeating Fancy'S

The text of The Pleasures ofImaginaiion is woven by

creation,

different threads which refuse to be reduced to one

Romantic voice･ From this perspective I hopeto
blends

them lthe

rising phantomsL now

discuss how Akenside's long poem shares the

concems, metaphors and styles of mid‑eighteenth

divides,

Enlargesand exterluates by turns;

centuⅣ poets in its treatment of poetic values.

Opposes, rangesinfantastic bands,

Andinfinitely varies. (Ill, 392‑5)

(2)

And he breathes a "fair conception" intothe fohn with

The Pleasures of Imagination was published

his "Promethean art" (Ill, 411, 410).As fancy is

anonymously by Dodsley in January, 1744, a few

synonymous with imagination in Akenside, we are

months before Pope's death. According to Johnson's

inclined to find Coleridge and Shelley here because of

I,ives of ike English Poets, Dodsley was reluctant to

noticeable ve止)al similarities between Akenside and

pay the price demanded for it and carried it to Pope,

Romantics. However, there is an important conceptual

who advised him not to make a nlggardly offer, saying

difference between them: the earlier poet'Sindulgence

that uthis was no every‑day writerj''1ulmmediately

in "Fancy's dazzling optiks" which generates "kind

after its first appearance, the work received much

illusion" one after another is opposite to Keats's

applause and raised the author to a distinguished place

reluctant departure from fancy as a deceiving elf (HI,

among the contemporary poets at the age of twenty

153, 491). A view of Akenside as a premature

three.

Romantic poet prevents us from locating him among

Despite its great popularity, however, the poem's

his contemporaW mid‑centuⅣ poets and writers. Due

metaphysical subject and stylistic obscmity perplexed

to this retrospective distortion at least two things

many contemporary readers. Gray was disturbed by

which reveal his "un‑Romantic" aspects are

the poem's difficult philosophical aspects. h the letter

overlooked. First, Hazlitt is the only exception in

of April 26, 1744, he writes that "It is often obscure

regarding the revised poem as an improvement though

and even unintelligible, and too much infectedwith

it is generally acceptedthat much of fresh imagery of

the Hutchinson‑JargOn･乃̀12'Johnson simply said that

the onglnal poem is lost to elaborate the

"Sir, I could not read it through,"̀13'but he detailed his

metaphysics･(?'second, it is only Immature WOrks of

troubled fascination with its uluxuriance of

Romantics such as Coleridge'S "The Destiny of

expression" in the LIives of ike English PoeiS:

Nations" and Keats's early poems which strongly

remind us of Akenside's long poem.

they

There are many features in Akenside which are

【his

images]

are

displayed

with

such

luxuriance of expression that they are forms

not simply estimated by the extent to which he heralds

fantastically lost under supernui身of dress. ‥. The

the Romantics. Marshall Brown's statement on the

words are multiplied till the sense is hardly

pre‑Romantic

elements

in

the

literature

もetween

1750‑1790 is worth quotlng:

perceived; attention desertsthemind and settles in
the ear･ The reader wanders through

di軌sion,

Sometimes

amazed

and

the gay

sometimes

:.モこ :

Pre‑Romantic traits are undoubtedly present

delighted; but after many turnings in the nowery

throughout the eighteenth century.... But these

labyrinth comes out as he went in･̀14'

traits are oppositional features of the Enlightenment
itself, not glimmerlngS Of a new dawn; they need to

Johnson's remark indicates the difficulty

be referred totheir contemporary context in order to

characteristic of the long poems written in the 1740S.

be understood.(W)

John Sitter, using terms Similar to Johnson'S,
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convincingly discusses that the obscurlty and

protective･ Smiling Fancy belongs to the beautiful,

difficulty in the mid‑cenluIy long poems marks a

and it is with her aid that Fiction becomes the mother

departure from Pope and is caused by the "conflicting

of flew "Wild creationり:

appeals" of the poets'indulgence in "the leisure of
length" and their desire for "intensity or momentary

with thee

sublimlty･n'15' Applying Sitter's argument to The

Let Fiction come, upon her vagrant wings

Pleasures of ike Imagination in the light of

Wafting ten thousand colours through the air,

Akenside's use of the sublime and the beauti肘, I

Which, by the glances of her ma8lC eye

would like to take the "conflicting appeals" as ansmg

She blends and shifts at will, thro' countless

formS,

from the poet's desire for simultaneous realization of

the sublime and the beautiful. The contradictoIy

Herwild creation. (Ⅰ, 13‑ 18)

coexistence of indulgence in length and an intense

moment of sublimlty lS an expression of his attempHo

Her "wild creation" is repeated in Bk. HI by the poet

achieve the sublime through the beautif山, which is

who

different from Burke's stance. At the stylistic level,
this causes delay in the poetic quest whose completion
is the goal of the poem, making the protagonist's quest

with loveliest frenzy caught,
From earth to heaven he rolls his daring eye,

more like a Spenserian romance than a Romantic

.... the etemal heavens

quest･̀1̀'

Disclosetheir splendours, and the dark abyss

The poem allegorizes the creative process from

Pours out her births unknown With fixed gaze

the recept10n Of insplration by the mind to the creation

He marks the rising phantoms. Now compares

of the sublime and the beautiful by depictlng many

Their different foms; now blends them, now

episodes such as Beauty's JOurney from heaven,

divides,

Fancy'S creation, and a quest of the lonely young poet.

Enlarges and extenuates by モums;

Bk. I begins with the invocation to the poetic muse

Opposes, ranges in fantastic bands,

Fancy. The speaker slngS Of his solitary poetic task in

And infinitely varies. (ⅠH, 383‑395)

the first person and his audience isalSo a lonely
the

And he produces the "lovely phantoms of sublime and

;efining love / Of Nature warms" (I, 133‑34). Sitter

fair" out of the "rising phantoms" from chaos when

wanderer like himself whose "can.did bosom

argues that in l九e mid‑centuIy When retirement has

"Lucid orderdawns" (ⅠⅠⅠ, 461, 391, 398).

hardened into retreat many poems are not epistles

The "wild creation" of Akenside's muse, which

addressed to an explicit audience with social

puts the imaglnation on a cosmic scale, lS a reWOrking

engagement but "soliloquies Or lyrics, usually blank

of Dunciad 'S "wild creation." Pope writes:

verse muslngS Or Od es addressed to
personifications･‖̀け'ln Akenside, the poet's adventure

is set in "sacred" and "untrod" paths and he is guided

the cloud‑compelling Queen
Beholds thro'fogs, that magnify the scene.

by personified poetic values which appear only to the

She, tinsel'd o'er in robes of vaⅣing hues,

youth"whom solitude inspires" (I, 50, 559).

With self‑applause her wild creation views;

The poet's guiding spirit Fancy lS introduced in
the poem as a transcendental female being; the

Sees momentaIy monsters rise and fall,

And with her own fools‑colours gilds them all.

"Smiling queen of every tuneful breast, / Indulgent
(Ⅰ, 79‑84)̀19'

Fancy" (I, 9‑10).̀18'Fancy'S "rosy fingers cull / Fresh

nowers and dews to sprinkle on the turf / Where

Both Pope and Akenside associate sublimity with the

Shakespeare lies" (1, ll‑13)･ The relationship of the

wild and the vast, but the latter attempts to bring order

indulgent queen to her favourite poet is soft and

out of the "wildH creation. Pope'S "cloud‑Compelling
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Queen" who gilds her "momentaly monsters" sllOWS
1

1

Personified Fancy is above heaven, while poetic

that the sublime resides in chaos and monstrosity. On

inspiration, sent from heaven to the humanmind, is

the other hand, Akenside'S "wild creation," when

addressed as maiden Beauty. A holy triangle is

repeated by the poet, calls "Lucid order" and generates

completed by adding personified Nature who is

the "lovely phantoms of sublime and fair." Thus what

referred to as "the indulgent mother" (I,358). Behind

is created is not momentary monsters but forms which

these three goddesses is "the Almighty One" or "the

reflect the "etemal origin" through the "unbound

Sire Omnipotent" (I, 64, 99), but he seldom appears in

symmetIy Of things" (I, 478, 480), whereas Pope's

the poem. He is retired in the deep recess after the first

queen only mocksthe first creation. In eighteenth

creation:

century texts, "symmetry," which is inherent in

beauty, isthe terrestrialmark that renects the Creator.

then deep‑retir'd

By adding an adjective usually lnCOmPatiblewith

ln his unfathom'd essence, view'd the forms

orderliness and pattem associated with the concept of

The forms etemal of createdthings･ (I, 59‑61)

symmetry, Akenside'S "unbound symmetly" contains

both the sublime and the beautiful and suggests that

The coexistence of a desire for the beautiful and

the sublime can be linked to order and symmetry as

a drive for the sublime withinthe human mind makes

well as chaos and darkness, which is a remarkable

Akenside's image of the soul illtereSting. The "love /

departure from nco‑classical poetics. It is only one

Of Nature and the Muses" bids the poet to explore

step from here to Blake's fearful symmetry, but what

needs to be remembered is that even phantoms which

Throughsecret paths erewhile untrod by man,

rise from the dark abyss are given Order and pattem by

The fair poetic. reglOn, tO detect

Fancy and that the depth is not the abode of the wild

Untasted spnngs, to drink inspiring draughts,

and也e grotesque:

And shade my temples withunfading flowers
Cull'd from the laureate vale's profound recess,

Where never poet gain'd a wreath before.

Virtue,rising fromthe awful depth
Of Tru払's mysterious bosom‥ ‥

(I, 48‑55)

And dress'd by Fancy ln ten thousand hues,

The words associated with the fair poetic region Such

Assumes a various feature, to attract,

as "secret," "untrod,'‥̀my temples," and "profound

Witil ChamlS responsive to each gazer's eye,

recess" suggest a mental landscape as well as Keatsian

The hearts of men (I, 548‑54)

indulgence and luxury, butthe passion for beauty is
counterbalanced by the desire for infinity, not

In Akenside both the sublime and the beautiful,
which are to be thrown in direct opposition by Burke,

dismissed as is seen in Keats. The poet'S "high‑born
soulH

Coexist rather harmoniously within the realm of the

imaglnation･(20'lndulgent and smiling Fancy assists a

ld I

l､
ヽ

･..ヽ
I
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Disdains to rest her heaven‑asplnng Wlng

cosmic wild creation, producing f0‑ら which are

Beneath its native quarry. Tir'd of earth

sublime and beautiful. Accordingly, the poet's mind is

And this diumalscene, she sprlngSaloft

a living fountain containing the sublime and the

Through fields of air; pursues the flying stom;

beautiful. Themind is a "fair poetic region" full of

Rides on the vollied lightning through

Hunfading nowersH where the poet, who disdains to

㌔.̲'･flで‑+;

the

heavens;

rest his "heaven‑aspiring wing," searches Virtue (I,

. ‥. Then high she soars

51, 53, 184).

The blue profound, and hovenng round the sun

When he personifies the abstract concept of
poetic imagination, Akenside splits it

into two

transcendental female beings; Fancy and Beauty･

She meditates tb･e etemal depth below.

(I, 183‑208)

And instanHhunder shook the conscious grove.

Asthe soul is slightly feminized by being referred to

Then melted into air the liquid cloud,

as "she," the "heaven‑asplnng" desire avoids Satanic

And all the shining vision stood reveal'd.

ove汀eaChing and her JOumey tO heaven is treated

(ⅠⅠ 221‑230)

approvingly.'21' Her upward joumey, emiched by

eighteenth‑century scientific discoveries as is usual

Desplte his resistance to the power of the sage's

with the poetics of the sublimè22', is matched with the

eloquence which consists of a typical contemporaⅣ

descent of poetic inspiration as a grace from heaven.

style of the sublime in which horrible darkness is

One hundred and fifty lines later, Beauty, a female

combined with sudden excessive light, Akenside is

embodiment of the "flame of genius," "love and

dazzled and sees "A solitaIy prospect, Wide and wild, /

beaubrand poetic joy / And inspiration," is sent from

Rush'd on my senses" (H, 273‑274). However, the

Heaven. The poetic ambition inside the male poet is

poet's vision changes when "the voice / Of that

conceived as a sky‑bom vlrgln muse:

celestial power" talks of the "vast hamonious frame"
ascending from the mute shell‑fish to the Creator (II,

Thus was Beauty sent from heaven

301‑302, 343). He sees "on the nowery turf there

The lovely ministress of Tm仙and Good

stood / Between two radiant foms a smiling youth"

ln this dark world; for Truth and Good are one,

(H, 399‑400). The poet's vision has both the beauty

And Beauty dwells in them and they in her,

and the sublimlty OHight. One of the "radiant fbms"

With like participation. (I, 372‑376)

is Euphrosyne, who is compared to the evenlng Star.
She is the essence of beauty:

This passage establishes a Sha托esburian trlnlty Of the

Etemal youth

good, true, and beautiful whose visual symbol is
beauty. The link Shaftesbury forms between beauty

O'er all her fom its glowing honours breath'd;

and truthmakes imagination crucial to moralaction

And smiles etemal, from her candid eyes,

and considerably extends也e boundaⅣ of imaglnation.

Flow'd like the dewy lustre of the mom

By having two poetic muses, Fancy and Beauty, the

Effusive trembling on the placid waves.

young poet in this poem is able to wander through

The spring Of heav'n had shed its blushing spoils

Nature to "the etemal shrine" (Ⅰ, 414) where Truth,

To bind her sable tresses: full diffus'd

Good and Beauty reside, guided by Beauty and then

Her yellow mantle f一oated in the breeze.

repeat Fancy's cosmic creation. ln the following two

(ⅠⅠ, 409‑416)

books key episodes about his wanderings are
embedded in lhe vast speculative muslngS.
In Bk. ⅠⅠ, Akenside tells a vision in which he saw

The other one, Aphrodite, is "More sub一ime" and

associated with the sun:

a youthful poet standing between Aphrodite and
Euphrosyne. His vision lS preceded and induced by the

The presence of a god

"awful tale''of the sage who speaks of the moment of

HighOn the circle of her brow enthron'd.

sublimity:

From each majestic motion darted awe,

･･t I㌍ 舞

Devoted awe! ‥ ‥

A mashing torrent of celestialday

Free in her graceful hand she pois'd the sword

Burst thro'lhe shadowy void. With slow descent

Of chaste dominion. A heroic crown

A purple cloud came floating thro'the sky,

Display'd the old simplicity of pomp

And pois'd at length within the circling trees,

Around her honour'd head. A matron's robe,

Hung obvious to my view; till opening Wide

White as the sunshine streams throughvemal

lts lucid orb, a more thanlmman form
Emerglng lean'd majestic o'er my head,

clouds,

Her stately form invested. (II, 420‑433)
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agaln, but a "pleaslng emr" is considered as a

Marjorie Nicolson statesthat Euphrosyne is symbolic

necessary part of the quest. For at the end of Bk.II

of the beautiful and Aphrt)°ite of the sublime･(23'

when the youth pleads to retum Euphrosyne, she is

However, although Aphrodite is depicted in the mode

sent immediately back from heaven and she

of sublime, she is also dressed in the robe of cloud

emphasizes their necessaⅣ reunion:

which lessensthe painful effect of excessive light.
Tbe composition in which a youth stands

thou, celestial maid!

between two beautiful women comes directly from the

Howe'er that grisiy phantom on thy steps .

mid‑century vogue of the "Choice of Hercules" where

May sometimes dare intrude, yet never more

the young Hercules chooses between Virtue and

Shalt thou, descending to the abode of man,

Pleasure･'24'The entire section can be regarded as

Alone endure the rancour of his am,

Akenside's version of the Fall, where the youth,

Or leave thy lov'd Euphrosyne behind.

whose poetic task is to seek Virtue, makes a wrong
choice

"pleasing e汀Or" (ⅠⅠ, 560). However, Akenside'S

l

(H, 654‑ 659)

and loves Euphrosyne, attracted by the

Surpnslngly, Akenside's Hercules can have both

sympathetic interest in Miltonic (Satanic) digression

Virtue and Pleasure despite his wrong choice. When

from dutyinto love renders the image of Aphrodite

the sametheme is treated by Romantics, the hero is

unconventional and the youth's mistake retrievable.

guilt‑striken and compensates for hismistake by his

God sends the son of Nemesis to the youth in order to

own painful labour. ln Blake's Jerusalem, Albion's

punish his "error" when he hears from his daughter

fall is caused by his rejection of Jerusalem in favour of

Aphrodite that the young poet does not lend his ears to

Vala, which leads him to a further disaster. Albion's

her directing voice, overlooking his duties. Aphrodite

wrong choice is indicated by Plate 47 which can be

is usually regarded as the Greek equivalent of Venus.

considered as a reversed Version of the choice of

It seems odd that the goddess of erotic love

Hercules. After killing his male emanation, Albion

ヽl

symbolizes Virtue and Duty here, but considering that

asks Vala to come "with knife and cup: drain my

many muses in the mid‑centuⅣ are denied sexuality

blood / To the last drop" (22: 29‑30).̀26'Marton D.

and appear either as vlrgln maids or mothers, it might

Paley states: "Thus his maimed sexuali身

be said that even Aphrodite can be reformed according

Albion a willing candidate for the Romantic Agony,

tothe figure of femalepersonification in this period･(25'
The poet is forgiven and re‑oriented by

Aphrodite, who drivesthe avenging SPirit away. The
vlrgln muse heals the wounded poet as a motiler:

makes

graphically depicted in the human sacrifices of tplates]
25 and 69.〟(27)

Corresponding to the poet's reunion with

Pleasure, Bk･ HI tries to justify the delightfully
deceiving quality of fancy which tends to lead man to

the soverelgn maid

Folds with a mother's ams the fainting boy,

a "pleaslng error"･ Akenside fully recognlZeS fancy's
deceptlVeneSS:

Till life rekindles in his rosy cheek. (H, 541‑543)
■̀■

､

J

‑

q一

herlFancy'S] report can never there be true

lJ

I‑

∫ し ,

i

■

The image of benevolent mother used for Fancy and

Where Fancy cheatsthe intellectualeye,

Natllre appears again. The matemal care offered to the

Withglaring coloursand distorted lines.

young poet by virgin muses in this poem is different

(ⅠⅠⅠ, 28‑30)

<小T､■

鍔鍵箱

fromthe relationship between "The Mighty Mother,
and her Son"inThe Dunciad (I, 1) or the filialbond
between Natureand the poet in the "Blessedthe infant

babe" section in Wordsworth's Prelude.

The muse urges the youth to begin his quest

ThoughFancy responds to "imperfect/'"faint," and
"confused" sight,there is a moment when fancy acts
like reason which always sees clearly.
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So haply where the powers

Of Fancy neither lessen nor enlarge

"Kind," because Fancy lS a grace Sent by the "source
divine of ever‑mowing love" and "unmeasure'd

The images of things, but paint inall

goodness" to make the poet's quesHess painful (IH,

Their genuine hues, the features which they wore

491, 4981503). Illusory or not illusory, fancy creates

In Nature; there Opinion will be true,
And Action right. (ⅠH, 18‑23)

"kind illusion" one after another which brings a
sudden and new discoveⅣ to the poet who is chosen

by Fancy and fostered by Nature. The poet's long

Nevertheless, Akenside neither pursues this happy

quest is finally rewarded by a vision or illusion glVen

moment, nor bids farewell tothe decelVlng elf as

by fancy. Towards the end ofBk･ Ill there isanabrupt

Keats does ill his "Ode to a Nightingale." Instead he

entrance of a visionary momenHold in a way suitable

prefers to be "deluded long / By Fancy's dazzling

for a tale of aknight‑errant. The episode is introduced

optiks" (Ill, 152‑3). The indulgently long narrative

by the phrase "So fables tell" (ill, 507) and recounts

section which depicts the youth's error in Bk. ⅠI is o】le

that the youthful poet perplexed in doubt is suddenly

example to show Akenside'S preference to be deluded

and wholly brought into a realm of harmony where

by fancy. In this episode Aphrodite changes her

Virtueand Pleasure are reconciled.

identity incessantly. She is a sublime goddess, a virgin

muse, and a canng mother. The reunion of the three al

The adventurous hero, bound on hard exploits,

the end of the section takes us back to the beginning Of

Beholds with glad surpnse, by secret spells

the episode and suggests the possibilitythat an error

Of some kind sage, the patron of his toils,

may be made agalm

A visionary paradise disclos'd

Emphasis is on the ability to achieve a new

Amid the dubiolユS Wild: with streamsand shades,

vision. The lessening and enlarging Of images by

And airy songs,the enchanted landscape smiles,

fancy lS reported with excitement･ The poet

Cheers his long labours and renews his frame.
(ⅠⅠⅠ, 508‑14)

blends themlthe

rising phantoms], now

divides,

(3)

Enlarges and extenuates by モums;

Opposes, ranges in fantastic bands,

And infinitely varies. Hither now,
Now thither nuctuates his inconstant aim,

With endless choice perplex'd. (Ill, 392‑397)

Sitter compares the openlng lines of The
Pleasures Of Imagination with Wordsworth'S
"Prospectus" attached to The Excursion and discusses

that "The Pleasures of Imagination is in fact an
extremely ambitious philosophical consideration of

The verbs which appear here are similar to those

the ̀fitting'ofthe individualto his immediate and

employed by Coleridge's definition of the secondary

cosmic surroundings･ n'29'Akenside writes:

imagination, but Akenside's fancy acts more like
f'!

.■1‑

ヾヽ

幣･

Coleridge's pnmaly Imagination which is "a repetition

With what attractive charms this goodly frame

in the finite mind of the etemal act of creation of in

Of nature touchesthe consenting hearts

the infinite I AM."L2B'Oul of the innumerable possible

Ofmortal men. (I, 1‑3)

choices a form is selected and the poet breathes a "fair

conception" into it with his "Promethean art" (lil,

Akenside's life‑long unfinished revision of the poem

411, 410), He is raised tothe status of the second

and the poem's movement in which the poet is led to

maker.

the ̀･'etemalshrine"throughthe love of nature invite

Akenside does not dismiss "fancy's dazzling

us to juxtapose this long poemwith The Prelude.

optiks" as hindrances in the way of the poetic quest.

Unlike Wordsworth's spots of time, however,

The delusion caused by Fancy is considered as

Akenside's key episodes are structured as a narrative
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retold in the thirdperson with no personal experience

(1 742).

0f

It is clear thaHhese two passages are behindthe

Imaglnaiion except in the final fragmentary Bk. IV of

opening part of The Pleasures of Imagination, but

the revised version can we find the poet's own

what is at stake is that neither lyncal confessions nor

felt

behind

them.

Nowhere

in

The

Pleasure5

youthful lonely wanderings in Northumber】and･'3C'

autobiographical elements enter into the main body of

Thesepersonalexperiences, which strongly antlCIPate

the poem･ Instead the wanderings of the youthful poet

Wordswroth, find their way Into his lyrics and odes.

are described in a descriptive style strongly associated

In HOde X: To the Muse" Akenside writes of the
crucial moment when his poetic muse retums lo him:

with the mode of romance, which is the mode of

another long poem of the 1740S, Thomson's Casileof
Indolence (1748), and which makes the poem remote

The Muse, the Muse herself retums.

from Romantic self‑confessional long poems. Focus is

Such on the banks of Tyne, confess'd,

as much on the strategy of delay as on the completion

I hail'd the fair immortal guest,

of the task. Akenside tries to make the Satanic maze of

When first she seal'd me fb∫ her own,

endless wandering, which is usually considered as

Madeall her blissful treasures known,

misleading, something positive. Errors are regarded as

And bade me swearto follow Her alone. (22‑27)

"pleasing" and moreover they are "kind illusionls]."
Eveヮ …kind illusion" is introduced by the moment of

The 】astthree 】ines of the ode are extended in a teHing

the sublime but painted in a way associated with the

way in Bk. IV of The Pleasures of ike Imagination:

mode of the beautiful･ Then the earthly wanderings

lead tothe celestial with the "visionary paradise" still

‑Oye dales

depicted in the mode of the beautiful. Thus the end is

Of Tyne, and ye most ancient woodlands; where

both deferred and acquired as Akenside is devoted to

Oft as the glant flood obliquely strides,

fancy's modifying power to adom truthwith colour

And his banks open, and his lawns extend,

and light. The beautiful is a process to reach the

Stops short the p一eased traveller to view

sublime, but it is both a ladder and an obstacle to it.

Presiding o'er the scene some rustic tower

Founded by Norman or by Saxon hands:

O ye Northumbrian shades, which overlook

Notes

The rocky pavement and the mossy falls

Of solitary Wensbeck's limpid stream;
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A young boy who is sealed forhis muse and "led / In
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Emight comments on this passage: "Onthe

silence by some powe血l hand unseen" in his solitaIy

face of it an unexpected coincidence of Augustan

wanderings makes us wonder if the young

and Romantic; but unexpected only on the face of

Wordsworth, who was fostered by beauty and fear,

it." 153.

(i.1･･

was also fostered by reading, the same suspICIOn that

(5)

For example, James Engell's The Creative
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lmaglnaiion: Enlighienmeni io Romanticism

franticallyrunnlng away from some invisible presence

(Cambridge, Mass･: HaⅣard University Press,
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Loneliness
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(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1 979).
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(17)
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